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Ifr checkride study guide

Ready for IFR Checkride? Watch the LATEST IFR oral exam video below and test your instrument skills against our ifr checkride quiz! To view all full-length videos of the IFR oral exam, click here to bring them to our instrument course. Are you ready? Read the questions below and click on the bubble you think is the
right answer! You get feedback as you go and you get an explanation of the correct answer. How are you, how are you? Whether you want to start the Instrument Field School and get written approval, or if you want to hone your skills before the inspection trip, check out our 2020 IFR Instrument Pilot Course! It's available
with our first officer or our captain's membership. Our course includes comprehensive preparation that includes everything you need to know for the written exam, flight training and check trip. The learning management system allows you to track your training step-by-step as you progress through 15 hours by breaking
down easily digestible sub-themes. Our course is real-world and includes 20 case study examples that allow you to build a solid and safe foundation for instrument flight. Click here to get started! Here's my quick and dirty guide to studying the instrument rating-Airplane oral exam. Draw an ILS approach and its
components and explain how it works, draw a pitot static system and explain how it works, draw a vacuum system, and explain how it works, describe human illusions in instrument flight – Coriolis illusion, leans, somatogravic illusion, illusion of elevator, illusion of inversion. Description of compass errors Pitot/static errors
Description of alternative aerodrome mini-limits and take-off mini-limits Description of weather charts - area charts, forecast charts, convective outlook charts, high-edge forecasts. Describe the types of VOR checks. How long is the VOR check valid? Describe the methods of entering the moon Description of the protocols
of lost communication: What type of AIRMETS is used? Describe Airmets Sierra, Tango and Zulu What are the three types of notams? Describe the types of on-board weather advice available? What type of fog? What are the four basic cloud groups? What are the stages of the thunderstorm? Do you want to describe
the requirements for maintaining the currency? Describe the types of accuracy and non-inaccuracies approaches Describe each segment of the instrument approach What is the base rate turnaround and semi-standard rate turnaround? What equipment is required for IFR flight? What controls are required for our
aircraft? What are the required ATC read-backs? What are the mandatory ATC reports? What are IFR fuel requirements? Describe the reverse perception. What are the speed limits in the enclosure? pre-inspection checks are required for IFR? IFR? Describe the types of icing? What kind of anti-ice equipment do we
have on board our aircraft? When is the instrument required to be certified? Determine: indicated speed, calibrated speed, real speed. Describe how our gyroscopic instruments work: How many degrees of variation do you have on a given image on a receiver for the ILS approach? The GPS approach? VOR, WHAT'S
WRONG? Description of Vor service volume How do I know if a VOR is under maintenance? How do we know it works? Describe the trak of confusion When is DME needed? What is the difference between VOR, VORTAC and TACAN? How does GPS work? What is WAAS? What is the usable range of the shuttle
track? Describe the procedures for leaving obstacles and standard instrument departures What information should be included in the progress report? Describe the relationship approach vs. visual approach Describe the difference between the minimum descent height (MDA) and the decision altitured (DA) Preparing for
my checkride hopefully * 2-3 weeks. I'll find some other good curriculum i might want to go over. Since I've now studied/am studying:-The ASA Oral Exam Guide. They've been through it twice. You will try to take another pass in the next week.-Test bank your written knowledge (just to be sharp. I have a good score for
written)-A very good IFR Cheat Sheet for Pilots Cafe-Sportys videos (mostly just watch them fall asleep)-Instrument flying manual. To be honest, though, I've barely opened the lid.-Any word of wisdom in my CFIIAny other good checkride prep/study materials to use?* this part is 61 flying, so budget or time estimates are
almost uselessPage 2 2
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